Criminological innovations in criminality prevention: status and perspectives
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Abstract. A growing number of new types of criminality causes concern of the society, authorities and, in particular, of criminologists, since the penetration of criminals into the virtual environment and learning to use new technologies become dangerous and adjust criminal motivation. The sophistication of criminality prevention and countering defines the goal of this research consisting in a thorough scientific understanding of existing criminological methods. Modern informational-analytical area of activity of law-enforcement authorities includes the use of digital criminological tools under criminality prevention programs, mathematical methods of its analysis, making up profiles, etc. They are usually applied for criminological analysis and prediction but it has no theoretical basis that addresses the issues of countering digital crimes and that is being formed currently based on criminological neo-classics and achievements of social and human sciences and digital criminology. As a methodological basis for the research, a general scientific dialectic method of scientific cognition was used. Moreover, the paper uses a number of particular scientific methods that include historical-legal, comparative-legal methods, statistic observation and analysis of generalized information. The novelty of the research consists in the fact that its results can be used by experts whose professional activity is intended against crimes.
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1 Introduction

Modern criminality indicators prevent from formulating a comprehensive understanding of its dynamics and trends and are only a tool to evaluate the work of the system of law-enforcement authorities. This problem is not new for researchers in the area of criminology that frequently state limitations of tools available to practical workers whose activity is intended against crimes [1].

During the last two decades, many researchers studied innovations as a subject of criminological science and its important tool. Most relevant include the studies of [2, 3]. The concepts of social technologies and engineering were quite thoroughly studied in theoretical...
criminology [4]. Moreover, these categories were classified, a methodological basis was
developed and perspective trends were defined for the development of a new vector of
scientific search in criminology [5].

Innovations for science in general and for criminology, in particular, are a dynamically
developing trend in theoretical understanding and its subject and coordinates of these systems
are variable. Nevertheless, it should be noted that innovative processes and technologies
develop separately from theoretical studies and may lose their relevance at the time when
they are actually implemented into anti-criminal practice.

The goal of this study is the generalization of innovations that will improve the efficiency
of crime prevention when used in theoretical and practical criminology.

2 Methods

As a methodological basis for the research, a general scientific dialectic method of scientific
cognition was used. Moreover, the paper uses a number of particular scientific methods that
include historical-legal, comparative-legal methods, statistic observation and analysis of
generalized information.

3 Results

The analysis of modern theory and practice of crime prevention proves that the development
of technologies (even advanced) has no significant effect on the methodological basis of
studies in the field of criminology. Improvement of the conceptual basics of criminology in
terms of the use of innovations is usually very slow, which prevents from defining potential
trends of improvement for the crime prevention theory taking into account its current
condition and social processes occurring today and predicted in the future. Pure technologies
do not disclose how Russian criminology will form in qualitative terms and how it will be
able to respond to global challenges. The relevance of the futurological aspect should be
noted, which is treated as a component of the criminological theory [6].

Development of prediction opportunities for crime development trends must also be taken
into account. These issues are given in the literature of recent years as an individual area in
the criminality theory [7].

As for the development of systemic links between criminology and other legal and social
sciences, no organic unity has been reached between the general theory of criminality and
other areas of knowledge applicable to criminality analysis, which Antonyan deems to be the
main reason of extremely slow development of the Russian criminology [8].

This systemic approach can support the formation of digital criminology as a relatively
individual branch of criminological science and practice.

Focusing on cross-disciplinary integration of scientists representing a number of sciences
of the so-called criminological cycle is relevant [9, p. 20]. The literature also shows the need
to return criminology to a holistic conventional world view that will be quickly filled with
new knowledge and even their branches (in accordance with the development of
informational society). A special role will be played by new digital criminology that will
converge legal, humanitarian and natural scientific knowledge.

Criminological literature for issues of criminal personality development almost takes no
account of the specifics of digital society development. A mechanistic, conventional and
somewhat simplified view upon a criminal personality dominates in Russian criminology,
which is usually depersonalized. Sentences claiming that human nature suggests disposition
to crimes become a common feature of criminalistic literature. This position actually repeats
(develops) Christian ideas of human nature depravity. This results in a dubious conclusion
that everyone has the potential of committing a crime, and committing mainly depends on coincidence [10].

The digital world gave rise to new variability of situation development, since the above circumstances can occur in real and virtual worlds. Crimes committed under the influence of computer (network) games [11], communication in social networks, various forms of Internet fraud require criminological analysis [12]. In this sense, it seems relevant to focus again on the criminal personality in criminological studies [13].

Predictions of the so-called fourth industrial revolution [14] suggest a rapid development of technologies, systemic transformation of production and management, which will result in the global growth of life quality, on the one hand, and growth of financial and social inequality, on the other hand, along with labor market imbalance [15]. These aspects must be taken into account by criminologists to build a model of nearest future social development. Social consequences of predicted new industrial revolutions will inevitably become general determinants of the criminality of the future since it has always been in the past [16]. In this manner, development perspectives of digital criminology must be mainly based on existing development predictions of Russian criminality.

Digital aspects in the modern criminological doctrine are viewed from technological positions. The authors tried to avoid classical canons and pay much attention to digital carriers of information that today contain criminologically (and criminalistically) important digital traces and specimens reflecting individual traits and behavior specifics (criminal methods) of individuals irrespective of their will [17].

The range of subjects of the criminal investigation in the modern situation is supplemented by qualitatively new means of cognition of illegal activities including that in the digital environment. These are methods of monitoring and screening of large volumes of data (files) (big data) and traceable cause-and-effect relationships with suspects – users of digital devices.

One of the most relevant issues in using Big Data technology is the correct selection and ensuring validity of materials to provide a form understood by the computer algorithm and fast access to the desired information from large arrays of data [1]. Another issue deserving attention is a question of perception of innovative technologies and statistical methods of data processing by researchers in the field of criminology as well as the integration of these technologies into the common practice of law enforcers [18].

One of the new tools in criminality cognition is the digital profiling of criminal behavior achieved using mathematical modeling and prediction. These methods allowed for structurization and modeling of the digital profile (portrait) of a criminal. Today’s digital profiling has significantly expanded opportunities, for example, associating a specific digital device with a specific user.

In modern Northern-American studies, profiling of crimes in investigations of various categories of criminal cases is deemed to be an evolutionary trend, but it is still in its infancy in terms of interrelation. Each year new forms of criminality appear, and efficiency of cyber-criminal profiling has become an important topic for discussion. Thanks to the analysis of specific cases and study of potential problems, profiling of crimes has been supported as a relevant tool in the investigation of cybercrimes. Using innovative technologies in crime prevention is quite a common practice in the USA. The USA National Security Agency uses criminal activity profiling technologies in the prevention of terroristic attacks and other types of organized criminal activity (Prism) [19].

The European Union now develops a regulatory framework for member states to obtain information from business representatives concerning their clients if they undertake or plan criminal activity [20].
4 Discussion

The analysis and generalization of views in criminology studies and the existing practice of criminality countering shows that despite perspectives of using innovations in anti-criminal practice such innovations are not always timely used by law enforcers due to a number of objective reasons. This research does not claim to achieve completeness (due to limited space), and we have highlighted only general modern trends and areas whose development can improve efficiency. Except for the above issues, we should note that there is no agreement and unity in empirical studies in criminology that provide a basis to prevent crimes. Existing technological solutions will quickly lose their relevance and efficiency even in case of slight social changes.

5 Conclusion

As a conclusion, we shall agree that new criminality evolves, which has specific attributes of the informational era that will aggravate and grow in the nearest future. Efficiency prediction of countering such criminality is pessimistic in general, and authors predict reduced efficiency of countering. It should be concluded that actively developing technologies have created efficient tools to search and generalize information significant to prevent criminal activity and its sufficient use is just a question of time.
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